
Gosnold Street Provincetown Massachusetts 5493 





Postcard transcription: 

I am sorry that there is no card with my street but they are all as narrow as the one in this picture. 
This has a side walk on one side but mine (Central St.)has none. From my front door I see the 
ocean and a lighthouse across the harbor. I am told that soon radar will be used and lighthouses 
abandoned. Everything picturesque is going all over the world! Margie tells me how things 
have been spoiled in Vence since I was there. Sheenjoyed seeing Maud Curtenious and Eleanor 
Aust a short time ago. A few days ago- no yesterday- in her letter she mentioned a boy (artist) 
who will be at Gull Lake ..... . 



ALONG THE SHORE, PROVINCETOWN, MASS.





PtownThurs. Dec. 4th/30
I am sending you the last number of a French art magazine, which happens to have an article on 
Lurcat. Those things of his are abstractions based on pure mathematics. They look better in 
color, which he also does scientifically. I got home at noon on Sun. Have since heard of Js safe 
arrival in Florida. A letter from Margie awaited me here. Hope you are well and cheerful. 
Best wishes, 
Ada 



ALONG THE SHORE,PROVINCETOWN, MASS. 





Provincetown Tues. Oct.26/3 7 
There is no hurry about going to that tourist __ my return ticket. When you do go, __ 
to say that the R.R. fare to ___ be charged at the rate they give tourists after a certain stay 
in a country (greatly reduced) and with tourist lire R.R. fares cost very little. Another letter came 
from you yesterday. I agree with all you say about a certain family, but it is best for us for the 
present, to take their point of view. The younger generation don't even know the real facts-
certainly the youngest knows none of it- I found out. It doesn't really matter as long as things 
are made easier for us. No letter yet from I. Hope you are now feeling very well. (La) G. seems 
to be a certainty. The weather continues to be wonderful here. For the present, I will keep my 
H. out of things as the crisis seems to be over. I am not worried and everything well with me. 
Ada 
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